The dynamic response of a deformable curved solid body is investigated as it interacts with a flow field. The fluid is assumed to be viscous and the flow is nearly incompressible. Fluid dynamics is predicted through a lattice Boltzmann solver. Corotational beam finite elements undergoing large displacements are adopted to idealize the submerged body, whose presence in the lattice fluid background is handled by the immersed boundary method. The attention focuses on the solid's deformation and a numerical campaign is carried out. Findings are reported in terms of deformation energy and deformed configuration. On the one hand, it is shown that the solution of the problem is strictly dependent on the elastic properties of the body. On the other hand, the encompassing flow physics plays a crucial role on the resultant solid dynamics. With respect to the existing literature, the present problem is attacked by a new point of view. Specifically, the author proposes that the problem is governed by four dimensionless parameters: the Reynolds number, the normalized elastic modulus, the density and aspect ratii. The formulation and the solution strategy for curved solid bodies herein adopted are introduced for the first time in this paper.
Introduction
Slender thin walled structures are widely used in naval and ocean engineering [1] [2] [3] [4] . Due to the interaction with the surrounding fluid environment, these structures can undergo non-linear forced vibrations, which should be accounted for and properly computed in order to address a safe and stable design of the mechanical components. Natural and forced vibrations of curved bodies have been widely investigated by several authors, by considering functionally graded [5, 6] , composite laminated [7] [8] [9] [10] , orthotropic [11] and even isotropic materials [12] [13] [14] . Moreover, a huge attention has been devoted to the vibrations of cylindrical bodies filled with an inviscid fluid [15, 16] . In [17] [18] [19] [20] an in-depth discussion is provided concerning the non-linear dynamics of simply supported cylindrical bodies. The effects of the flow compressibility have been discussed in [21, 22] . In [23, 24] the role of structural imperfections on the structural stability has been highlighted. In [25, 26] the response to shock waves has been investigated. Moreover, natural vibrations of non-circular solids conveying a fluid have been elucidated in [27] . In addition, an interesting topic is represented by the prediction of the behaviour of structures interacting with a flowing fluid [28] [29] [30] . In fact, the resultant vibration regime exhibits marked non-linear and non-stationary features [31] [32] [33] . For instance, chaotic non-linear oscillations can affect a thin plate interacting with a flow [34, 35] . To the author's best knowledge, limited previous efforts concerning the unsteady response of curved bodies interacting with a viscous fluid have been found. Its accurate prediction represents a compelling challenge, since the time-dependent dynamics of a submerged body strictly depends on the flow characteristics, on the one hand, and on the solid mechanical properties, on the other hand. Therefore, the combination of a solution strategy for unsteady viscous fluid dynamics with one for unsteady solid dynamics represents an added value to existing literature. In this paper, the author proposes a numerical approach for computing the non-stationary non-linear dynamics of curved bodies immersed in a viscous fluid. A numerical campaign is performed by varying the flow and solid properties. Specifically, it is proposed that the problem is governed by four dimensionless: the Reynolds number R, the dimensionless elastic modulus E, the density ratio D and the aspect ratio H, as specified in the next section. The flow physics is predicted through the lattice Boltzmann (LB) method [36] [37] [38] [39] . In the last decades, the LB method has attracted a growing attention among scientists involved in the computational fluid dynamics framework. Presently, it represents a accurate, effective, efficient, and robust alternative to classical continuum-based solvers. To account for the presence of an immersed curved solid body, here the Immersed Boundary (IB) method [40] [41] [42] [43] is employed. Such method has been preferred to the well consolidated interpolated bounce-back scheme [44] for two reasons. The former is that it possesses superior properties in terms of stability and involved computational effort [45] . The latter is that the solid mesh is totally independent of the fluid one. Therefore, a general algorithm for handling a solid body can be developed. Once the forces that the fluid exerts upon the immersed body are computed, its position is updated in time by solving the equation of the solid motion. In particular, the solid surface is idealized by corotational beam finite elements undergoing large displacements [46, 47] and the resultant nonlinear equation of the solid motion is solved by adopting the time discontinuous Galerkin (TDG) scheme. The numerical algorithm combining the above mentioned methods has proved to represent a robust, effective and accurate tool able to simulate a large set of fluid-structure interaction phenomena [48] [49] [50] [51] . The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the problem is stated and the adopted numerical methods are briefly recalled. In Section 3, results of a numerical campaign are discussed. Some conclusions are drawn in Section 4. Finally, a validation is provided in Appendix.
Problem statement
Making reference to Figure 1 , a clamped-clamped slender curved solid body (blue line) is immersed in a quiescent viscous fluid of density ρ and kinematic viscosity ν. The 
The displacements dx and dy are parallel and normal to the centroidal axis of the beam, x, respectively; in such directions, the external loads qx(x) and qy(x) act upon the structure. As usual, the time is denoted by t. The flow physics is predicted by solving the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible flow, which can be written as
where u is the flow velocity and p is the fluid pressure. At y = 0 and y = H, the no-slip condition u = 0 is enforced. At x = 0 a parabolic constant uniform rightward velocity profile of peak value V is assigned, whereas at x = L outflow conditions are prescribed. The no-slip condition at the fluid-solid interface completes the definition of the problem. The author proposes that it is governed by the following dimensionless parameters: the Reynolds number R = Vl ν , the dimensionless elastic modulus E = E ρV 2 , the density ratio D = ρs ρ and the aspect ratio H = h l , h being the y coordinate of the solid topmost point.
Numerical methods
By adopting the two-dimensional D2Q9 model [38] , the lattice BGK equation is solved on a fixed square grid, thus computing the space-time evolution of the particle distribution functions f i , which are forced to move along nine prescribed directions i with velocities c i . This equation reads as follows:
where x is the position, ∆t is the time step and τ is the socalled relaxation parameter. It is worth to notice that the relaxation parameter τ is strictly related to the fluid viscosity as ν = w 4 = 1/9 and w 5 = w 6 = w 7 = w 8 = 1/36. By performing a second-order expansion in the local Mach number [37] , the equilibrium particle distribution functions f eq i can be computed as
The macroscopic fluid density ρ and the flow velocities v can be computed as
respectively. In order to account for the presence of the body in the fluid lattice background, the Immersed Boundary method [41] is adopted. The term F i is a discrete force distribution allowing to account for the body force boundary-induced g as follows
The IB is adopted in an implicit velocity-correction strategy, leading to a correction term g. Then, the corrected flow velocity v * is determined as follows
Once fluid forces are computed, the finite element solver is adopted to update the solid position. Slender and geometrically non-linear two-nodes beam finite elements are employed to discretise the structure. Large displacements are accounted for through the corotational formulation. The resultant non-linear equation of solid motion reads as follows
being M the mass matrix, S(U) and F(U) the internal and external force vectors, respectively, depending on the vector of nodal displacements U. Superimposed dots indicate the time derivative. Equation (10) is integrated in time by the TDG method. Such method is third order accurate and dissipative in the high frequency modes. The adopted TDG method and its superior properties with respect to Newmark or α time integration schemes have been widely discussed and investigated in [52] within the fluid-structure interaction framework. The initial configuration of the body is generated by using the software Gmsh [53] . Specifically, a spline line connects the three control points located at
)︁ , respectively.
Results and discussion
Here, results from a numerical campaign are discussed. The peak value of the inlet velocity profile is set to V = 0.05. The corresponding Mach number is M = V cs = 0.087, which represents a low value annihilating deleterious compressibility effects [38] . Moreover, the distance l is set to 50 lattice units. By varying the relaxation parameter τ, scenarios characterized by different Reynolds numbers are achieved, i.e. R = 15, 50, 100. Moreover, the role of the dimensionless elastic modulus, which assumes the values of E = 4, 20, 40, 200, is dissected. All the simulations are characterized by m = 124.8, A = 16 and J = 21.33. All the results are presented in lattice units. To perform a conversion from the LB system to the real physical world, the author selects a scale factor for the length These scale factors have been applied for all the simulations discussed in the present paper (even in Appendix). Firstly, the value of the aspect ratio is set to H = 0.3. By defining the potential energy associated with the deformation of the beam as
in Figure 2 the time histories of this quantity are plotted. In the following, T denotes the first period of vibration of the solid body. For completeness, the velocity field is reported in Figure 6 for E = 4.
As it is possible to observe, the solution of the problem drastically varies with the dimensionless quantities R and E. In particular, the higher E, the lower the energy is. Concerning the scenario at E = 200, a scaling-up of the energy with R is experienced. In particular, the time histories of Ψ are characterized by the identical qualitatively poly- As E reduces, the behaviour drastically varies. Specifically, for E = 20 progressively smoother time histories of Ψ are experienced as R reduces. In particular, notice that the amplitude of the oscillations decreases in time and, especially for the lowest value of R, the solution appears to plateau. This behaviour is emphasized at E = 4, where the energy oscillations are definitely damped in time. A peculiar progression is found at R = 15, where the energy highly differs from the other configurations. In fact, a quasi-static load is applied to the body, whose value is considerably higher with respect to the remaining scenarios. In the limit R → 0, the flow physics is highly smooth and stationary. Therefore, the system can be idealized as a structure undergoing a constant load and the dynamics solution approaches the static one. As R assumes larger values, a more complex fluid dynamics manifests. The encompassing flow field is strictly unsteady and the resultant hydrodynamic loads evolve in time as well. These results are confirmed in Figure 3 , where the time history of the mid-point displacement, u mid , is reported for the above discussed configuration. In particular, it is interesting to notice that the multi-harmonic and stationary trends of the deformation energy clearly reflect the time history of the displacement. In Figure 4 , the configuration assumed by the solid body is reported at different time instants at E = 4. It is worth to notice that the deformed configuration at R = 100 highly evolves in time, thus resulting in complex shapes assumed by the body. As R reduces, the deformation appears progressively smoother. For comparison, the deformed configuration is reported in the scenario characterized by E = 40 at the same time instants in Figure 5 . It appears immediately that a pretty steady dynamics affects the solid body.
The scenario characterized by E = 200 and R = 100 is selected to elucidate the role of the density and aspect ratios. In Figure 7 , the time history of Ψ and the one of the mid-point displacement are reported for different values of D, i.e. D = 7.8, 10, 15. Substantially, the solutions are characterized by comparable amplitudes and frequencies. A similar trend is experienced for the remaining configurations. In the range of variations of the adopted dimensionless parameters, the author can conclude that the flow-induced vibrations are not significantly affected by the mass structural density. On the other hand, the effect on the vibration regime of the H appears highly prominent. In particular, the previously discussed solution at H = 0.3 are compared to the one obtained for a reduced value, i.e. H = 0.15. The time history of Ψ and u mid are reported in Figure 8 for different values of R. Firstly, notice that the peak amplitudes of the two monitored quantities are remarkably lower than the corresponding ones at H = 0.3. Moreover, it is intriguing to notice that the solution is highly damped and the curves tend to plateau, especially as R reduces. Finally, the above mentioned scaling-up with the Reynolds number is herein found too.
Conclusions
Here, the results of a numerical campaign investigating curved deformable body undergoing non-linear vibrations regimes induced by a flow have been reported. With respect to the existing literature and previous efforts, the present paper represents a remarkable upgrade. In fact, the author proposes that the problem is strongly (though not exclusively) dependent on the Reynolds number, R, Moreover, the numerical campaign highlights that the role on the resultant solid dynamics of other three dimensionless parameters, i.e H, D and E. These statements are assessed in the present paper for the first time. As demon-strated, the vibration regime is drastically affected by the encompassing flow physics, which, in turn, depends on the position and velocity of the immersed solid body. From the purely fluid point of view, the body represents an obstacle that obstructs the flow, thus resulting in a severe modification of the fluid dynamics. In other words, as the initial solid configuration varies, the flow physics and the velocity field changes as well. Obviously, the non-linear vibration regime is consistently perturbed.
Appendix: Validation
The proposed approach for immersed curved body is validated by comparing present results against the ones achieved by the commercial software Fluent [54] . Specifically, a rigid solid body with H = 0.3 invested by a flow is considered. In Figure 9 , the components of the velocity vector at the vertical section located at x = L/2 are depicted for different values of the Reynolds number. Diamonds and dashed lines identify the present and reference solutions, respectively. As it is possible to observe, a very strict close agreement is found. 
